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ABSTRACT  
 

The decision to perform direct turn-down or not, based on an accurate estimate of temperature at the blow 

end, prevents two types of problems: (a) the loss of productivity due to the wait time in the steelmaking; and 

(b) tapping of off-specification heat.  

 

In the present work, a technique and model for temperature prediction at the blow end are briefly discussed, 

along with their limitations and perspectives for application. As a result of this analysis, a mathematical 

model based in heat and mass balances has been developed with a view to evaluating the possibility of 

improving this prediction capability. The formulation of said model and its preliminary adjustment to 

industrial data are presented and discussed, and the main limitations and difficulties in the application of 

the methodology are highlighted.  

 

The study here presented focuses the development of a semi-dynamic control model in the LD-KGC 

converter (Linz-Donawitz-Kawasaki Gas Control Converter). The control model enables one to predict the 

temperature of the blow end by solving both the energy and mass equations. The computational language 

adopted is Fortran 90; the equations are solved iteratively until a solution for temperature is found. The 

inputs to the control model are the load data of the LD-KGC converter at the blow beginning and the 

collected data by the lance to 89% of oxygen blow. The results obtained in the present work were compared 

to the data measured in steelmaking. The semi-dynamic control model results agree well with data for LD-

KGC converters. However, the model is sensitive to the premises here adopted, like those pertaining to the 

exit gas composition (CO and CO2). 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

LD-KGC converter, control model, steelmaking 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
The continued evolution of the steel fabrication processes has enhanced the ability of humanity to 

manufacture various types of alloys. As a result, steels are being produced with increasingly  
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specific compositions, characteristics and applications. At the same time, quality of the steel is a 

very important consideration in the fabrication process. Currently, steelmaking is making 

extensive use of automated systems that help us to control production. Several methods already 

exist for control production in the literature, a summary of this works are available in 

Turkdogan
[1]

.  

 

Recently Hand and Chao[2] proposed a dynamic control model of basic oxygen furnace (BOF) 

steelmaking process. The model aims to control the second blow period of BOF steelmaking and 

consists of two parts, the first of which is to calculate the values of control variables, viz., the 

amounts of oxygen and coolant requirement, and the other is to predict the carbon content of the 

blow end and temperature of molten steel. Simulations on industrial data show that the proposed 

dynamic control model yields good results on the oxygen and coolant calculation as well as 

prediction at the blow end. Through the model using artificial neural networks Das et. al.
[3]  

proposed a control strategy of an electric arc furnace. It involves the prediction of the control 

which aids in reduction of carbon, manganese and other impurities from the in-process molten 

steel. The control action is the amount of oxygen to be lanced at different sampling instants. The 

predictive models were constructed based on the values of the individual chemical constituents of 

the collected molten samples. The main advantage of the model is that it helps in the reduction of 

cost, time and manpower associated the sample collection and its subsequent analysis. Some 

available mathematical models for the argon-oxygen decarburization stainless steelmaking process 

have been reviewed by Wei and Zhu.[4] The actual situations of the process, including the 

oxidation of the elements dissolved in the molten steel and the changes in the bath composition, as 

well as the nonisothermal nature of the process, have been analyzed. A mathematical model for the 

refining process of stainless steel has been proposed and developed. The model is based on the 

assumption that the blown oxygen oxidizes C, Cr, Si, and Mn in the steel and Fe as a matrix, but 

the FeO formed is also an oxidant of C, Cr, Si, and Mn in the steel. All the possible oxidation-

reduction reactions take place simultaneously and reach a combined equilibrium in competition at 

the liquid/bubble interfaces. It is also assumed that at high carbon levels, the oxidation rates of 

elements are primarily related to the supplied oxygen rate, and at low carbon levels, the rate of 

decarburization is mainly determined by the mass transfer of carbon from the molten steel bulk to 

the reaction interfaces. It is further assumed that the nonreacting oxygen blown into the bath does 

not accumulate in the liquid steel and will escape from the bath into the exhaust gas. The model 

performs the rate calculations of the refining process and the mass and heat balances of the system. 

Also, the effects of the operating factors, including adding the slag materials, crop ends, and scrap, 

and alloy agents; the nonisothermal conditions; the changes in the amounts of metal and slag 

during the refining; and other factors have all been taken into account in the mathematical model 

proposed by Wei and Zhu.[4] 

 

In this present work, a new control model based on both input data and measure temperature to 

89% of the oxygen blown in the combined-blow-type LD-KGC converter is proposed. The control 

model proposed in this work was developed for operating conditions of a LD-KGC converter. It is 

based on blowing high purity oxygen (>99.5%) by a vertical lance on the molten load. While the 

oxygen is blown in a top-down fashion, the inert gas (argon or nitrogen) is blown by tuyeres 

located in the converter bottom. Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the LD-KGC converter 

with combined blow. In Brazil, for instance, the LD-KGC process is responsible for the production 

of about 77% of the steel. The LD-KGC process came about in the 1950's. Its worldwide rapid 

acceptance being due to high productivity, low cost and process flexibility. These features allow 

the production of many types of steel at low cost. The main raw materials for LD-KGC converter 

steel production are: a) hot-metal; b) scrap metal; c) lime and dolomite; d) iron ore; and e) oxygen. 

The hot-metal usually makes up the largest portion of the load, being the main source of energy for 

the LD-KGC process. So, it with inadequate features, as temperature or silicon content outside 

specifications, corrective action is needed, like as adjustment of oxygen flow and/or of the height 
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of the lance (Turkdogan
[1]

). The hot-metal has a strong influence on steelmaking productivity, as 

well as on the additions of endothermal and exothermal agents.  
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Simple version of the LD-KGC converter with combined blow 

 

The solid load is based on scrap metal, its iron content being greater than that in the hot-metal. So 

it is interesting to maximize consumption of scrap metal in order to increase metallic yield. The 

dimensions of the scrap metal must be appropriated so as to allow total melting of the scrap during 

the oxygen blow, and cause no damage to the refractory lining of the converter. The scrap metal 

must be dry, to prevent explosions while loading the hot-metal.  

 

Additions of lime and dolomite in the converter are required for increasing slag fluidity and to 

remove the phosphorus and sulfur from the melt. The purposes of iron ore addition are: 

 

a) Accelerating lime dissolution, if added at process onset; and  

b) As a cooling agent, added at any stage of the process, but especially in the blow end, for 

temperature control.  

 

Its consumption should be minimized, to promote greater thermal efficiency, higher consumption 

of scrap and higher productivity. Consumption of large quantities of iron ore increases the amount 

of slag formed during the process in the LD-KGC converter. 

 

The LD-KGC converter uses high (greater than 99.5%) purity oxygen, so as to prevent high 

nitrogen levels in steels, which may affect steel quality. Oxygen consumption is typically around 

50 Nm
3
, but it can vary according to the process. For example:  

 

a)  Distance between lance and melt;  

b)  Quantity of iron ore;  

c)  Composition and temperature of hot-metal; and  
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d)  Amount of scrap metal.  

 

Due to the importance and benefits of a controlled process, we proposed the development and 

application of a mathematical model for predictions at the blow end. The description and 

formulation of present model are shown to follow.  

 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION  

 
We call it a "semi-dynamic control model." This name stems from the fact that both the measured 

temperature with 89% oxygen blown and the LD-KGC converter charge are input to the model, as 

shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
 

Figure 2 – Schematic of the semi-dynamic control model  

 

The main objective of the present work is to predict the temperature at the end of oxygen blow, 

based on the measured temperature to 89% of the oxygen blown and the LD-KGC converter 

charge. For this purpose, the mass and energy equations shall be solved iteratively, until a solution 

is found for the temperature. At the same time, the measured temperature will be used as input data 

in the program, so that corrective actions can be taken in subsequent calculations. The control 

model was developed using Fortran 90 language, to predict temperature, oxygen, phosphorus, 

manganese of the molten steel and FeO content of slag at the blow end of the LD-KGC converter. 

The input data for the control model are:  

 

a) Composition, temperature and weight of hot-metal;  

b) Composition and weight of metal scrap;  

c) Composition and weight of iron ore;  

d) Weight of lime and dolomite; and  

e) Volume of oxygen blow.  

 

Based on the input data, mass and heat calculations are performed in iterative fashion, until a 

solution for composition, temperature and weight of the steel and slag are found. The precision 

adopted for the calculations is 10 − 4. Solution of the mass and heat equations required recourse to 

additional, empiric equations, coupled with the following premises:  
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a) The efficiency of addition of lime and dolomite to the process is 90%; in other words, 

10% of lime and dolomite is lost;  

 

b) 2% metallic load is lost as dust;  

 

c) 99% of all oxidized carbon is CO.  

 

It was necessary to adjust the coefficients of the empirical equations, because there is no 

thermodynamic equilibrium between slag and molten load in the end blow of the LD-KGC 

converter.  The empirical equations used herein are:  

 

a) The equation proposed by Suite and Inoue
[5]

 for phosphorus partition (�� = (%��
�%�	�, its 

coefficient of determination (R2) is equal to 0.86: 

 

�
� (%��
�%�	. (%����

= 16262
� + 0.27%���� − 0.12%��� + 0.054%���

+ 0.44%� � − 11.98 
 

 

  (1) 

b) Manganese partition �#$ = (%#$%�
�%#$	.(%&'(�, another expression owed to Suite and Inoue[6], 

R
2
 = 0.82:  

 

�
� (%����
�%��	. (%����

= 5637
� + 0.007%���� + 0.024%��� + 0.011%� �

+ 0.013%*+�� + 0.011%��� − 3.70 

 

(2) 

c) Oxygen content dissolved in the blow end, proposed by Turkdogan[1], R2 = 0.77:  

 

���,%	 	= ��../
0%123 - 419.9 

 
(3) 

d) FeO content in the slag at the blow end, also proposed by Turkdogan[1], R2 = 0.89: 

%���	 = 64.63 − 0.69%� � − 1.06%*+�� + 	0.464 +	0.041%�5'  (4) 

 

The mass equation for the converter is based on the mass equation for elements as carbon, silicon, 

iron, phosphorus, manganese, oxygen, sulfur and aluminum. The mass equation is described 

below:   

 

6
7 − ��7 8	� 99(&',#$,;<,�,1� +	��7 8	*=> �(1,#$,�,;<,?@,&'%,;,&'�
+	A>
�	�>�	� 99(&',1B%,;<%C,?@C%D,%C� +	� 99	� 8	� 8=+7+=(1B%,#E%�
+	� 99	� 8	F
8
,+7+=(1B%.#E%� +	�GH���	48
I�	JH	� �=�(%C�
= *8 �	� 99(&'%,;<%C,1B%,#E%,�C%K,#$%,?@D%D�+	�+LM+N	*7��8	� 99(&',;,%C,1,�,#$� + FM97	� 99(&'�
+	OG+7	P 9	� 99(1%C,1%� 

 

     (5) 
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The term on the left-hand side represents the inputs to the control model, whereas on the right-

hand side we have as output steel, slag, dust, and exit gases. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the flow of information in the numerical program.  

 

  

 
 

 
Figure 3 – Flow of information in the numerical program  

 

The thermal equation was developed for estimating the temperature at the blow end. Allowing for 

variations of the reaction enthalpy and thermal loss during the intervals between heats, said 

equation takes on the following general structure:  

 

6
7 −��7 8	O�7ℎ 8�H + A>
�	�>�	O�7ℎ 8�H + *=> �	O�7ℎ 8�H + �8MG	O�7ℎ 8�H
= *7��8	�+LM+N	O�7ℎ 8�H + *8 �	O�7ℎ 8�H
+ R >+ 7+
�	
S	7ℎ�	�G+N�	O�7 8�H
+ O�7ℎ 8�H	
S	F+99
8M7+
�	
S	7ℎ�	�
>,�N	�G+N�	+�	7ℎ�	*8 �
+ OG+7	P 9	O�7ℎ 8�H + �ℎ�>, 8	�
99	O�7ℎ 8�H		 

 

  (6) 
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Here, the reference temperature is 25
o
C, which makes for a simple thermal balance. This balance, 

in turn, is based on conservation of system enthalpy. The hot-metal temperature was taken as the 

initial temperature for the oxygen blow. Equation (6) involves only one unknown: the end-blow 

temperature, predicted by iterative calculation between the mass and thermal equations, 

respectively, Eqs. (5) and (6).  

 

The hot-metal enthalpy is calculated for the initial temperature of the process, whereas the molten 

steel enthalpy is calculated for the temperature in the blow end. The enthalpy calculations for hot-

metal and molten steel involve pure-element and dissolution enthalpy values. The calculations are 

based on the melt composition. They are expressed in Deo and Boom[7] as  

 

6TUVWX'VB@( =Y ,<<
Z6<( −6<��[ +	Y ,<<

∆6]<@(  (7) 

6;V''@	^<_`<]( =Y ,<<
Z6<( −6<��[ +	Y ,<<

∆6]<@(  (8) 

  

The terms on the left-hand side, 6TUVWX'VB@( 6�<EabU$(  and,	6XU@V'$	cV''@(  represent the enthalpies of 

the hot-metal and molten steel, respectively. On the right-hand side, mi is the mass of the pure 

element (i) in the hot-metal and steel. The difference Z6<( − 6<��[ indicates the enthalpy variation 

of the pure element (i) from 25
o
C (reference temperature) to temperature T. At the same time, 

∆6]<@(  ∆6]<@.( is the dissolution enthalpy of the pure element (i). Equation (7) was solved for the 

elements of the hot-metal taken to be Mn, Si, P, C, S, and Fe, while Eq. (8) assumed Mn, P, C, S, 

O, and Fe. In the present paper, we assume slag and molten steel to be at the same temperature. 

This way, the slag enthalpy is calculated as follows:  

 

6;@BE( =Y ,dd
Z6d( −6d��[ +	Y ,dd

∆6]<@(  (9) 

  

In Eq. (9), 6c@BE(  6;@BE(  is the slag enthalpy at temperature T and mj represents the oxide mass in 

the slag. As for Z6d( − 6d��[Z6d( − 6d�e/[, it is the enthalpy variation for the oxide (j) from 25
o
C 

to temperature T. The oxides considered in this computation were CaO, MgO, MnO, Al2O3 , FeO, 

SiO2 , and P2O5 .   

 

While the pre-blow hot-metal and both the steel and slag in the blow end have well defined 

temperatures, the exit gas composed by CO and CO2 may have temperatures close to that of the 

hot-metal at beginning of the blow. On the hand, blow-end temperature must near the molten-steel 

one. Since no experimental measurements of the exit gas temperature during the oxygen blow 

were available, in this paper we adopted a mean value between hot-metal temperature (at blow 

beginning) and steel temperature (at blow end). This approximation was hypothesized by Pehlke et  

 

al.
[8]  

�EBc	 = 	�TUVWX'VB@ − �XU@V'$	cV''@
2  (10) 

  

 

Where T hot-metal and T molten steel are the respective temperatures of hot-metal and steel. The 

calculation procedure is the same as the one used previously. The equation for exit gas enthalpy is 

(Ward7):  

 

6EBc(fgh = 	Y ,i j6i
(fgh − 6i��ki

 
(11) 
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In this equation, 6i
(fgh − 6i�� Z6i

(lmn − 6i�e/[is the enthalpy variation of the combined CO and 

CO2 from 25oC to temperature T and mk is the total mass of gas.  

 

The heat of formation of the oxides is calculated multiplying the mass of oxide formed during the 

oxygen blow by the formation enthalpy (Ward[10]):  

 

∆6oUbXBV<U$�� =	Y ,@∆6@
o��

@
 

(12) 

  

Where ∆6@
o��∆6a

o�e/
 is the formation enthalpy of the oxides during oxygen blow at 25

o
C, and mI 

represents the mass of oxide. For this calculation, we considered the following oxides: MnO, 

Al2O3 , FeO, SiO2 , P2O5 , CO, and CO2 . In this paper, we assume that some oxides formed during 

the oxygen blow are combined with CaO present in the slag, forming compounds such as Ca3.P2O5 

and 2CaO.SiO2 . The thermal effect of the dissolution of oxides in the slag is calculated via heat of 

formation of the compounds, as shown below (Turkdogan[1]):  

 

∆6]<cc( = ,1BD.�C%K . ∆61BD.�C%K	
& +	,�1B%.;<%C . ∆6�1B%.;<%C

&  (13) 

  

∆6pa;;( = ,1BD.�C%K . ∆61BD.�C%K
& +,�1B%.;<%C . ∆6�1B%.;<%C

& (q= 8�In this last equation, m 

represents the oxide mass, ∆61BD.�C%K	
&  ∆61BD.�C%K

& and ∆6�1B%.;<%C
&  are the formation enthalpy for 

Ca3.P2O5 (P2O5 : −1218,10 kcal/kg) and 2CaO.SiO2 (SiO2 : −502,58 kcal/kg), respectively.  

 

The heat losses were calculated in simple terms: we adopted the lost heat during the intervals 

waiting of the converter. These intervals were defined as the time between the tapping and loading 

in the converter of the subsequent heat. This way, the empirical equation that represents the heat 

lost when the converter has a life of less than 500 heats is  

 

�
99 = 3448.6 + 14024.3�+,�rB<V<$E (14) 

  

When converter life is more than 500 heats, the equation adopted is  

 

�
99 = 379920.6 + 14685.3�+,�rB<V<$E          (15) 

  

In Eqs. (14) and (15), �+,�rB<V<$E �+,�rB<V<$Eis the time in minutes.  

The result of heating and iron ore dissolution can be represented in Eq. (16), proposed by 

Turkdogan
[1]

  

 

6Ub'( = ,$(1346.81 − 0.32�� (16) 

  

with mn indicating the mass of iron ore.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  
We begin by displaying the results obtained with help of the empirical equations indicated in this 

work. After that, we discuss the control model results for temperature in the blow end.  
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3.1    Prediction of FeO Content 

 
Turkdogan

[1]
 estimated the FeO content in the blow end by adjusting an empirical equation to 

industrial data. The expression proposed by that author is

%��� = 4.2 √%�⁄ %��� = 4.2
work, the initial attempts at predicting the FeO content with recourse to only one variable (%C) 

yielded unsatisfactory results, because the coefficient of determination (

Therefore, we switched to employing the variable %C proposed by Turkdogan, along with the 

variables %CaO, %MgO, and slag basicity. This way, the coefficient of determination increased 

considerably to 0.89. Using these variables is reasonable, as they have strong influence on

activity of iron oxide (Turkdogan

slag with sundry compositions. These cover ranges of 0.025

CaO, 8–16.5 %mass SiO2, basicity = 3

measured versus calculated content of FeO in the blow end. 

 

Figure 4 – Measured versus predicted %FeO in steel produced in an LD

A comparison between the measured %FeO and the predicted %FeO profile for typical heats is 

presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the distribution of the empirical points around the predicted 

values is satisfactory. In other words, the results revealed t

model and the %FeO measured were closely related. 
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Prediction of FeO Content  

estimated the FeO content in the blow end by adjusting an empirical equation to 

industrial data. The expression proposed by that author is %
2 √%�⁄ , for a carbon content of less than 0.10%. In the present 

work, the initial attempts at predicting the FeO content with recourse to only one variable (%C) 

yielded unsatisfactory results, because the coefficient of determination (R2) was less than 0.5. 

hed to employing the variable %C proposed by Turkdogan, along with the 

variables %CaO, %MgO, and slag basicity. This way, the coefficient of determination increased 

considerably to 0.89. Using these variables is reasonable, as they have strong influence on

activity of iron oxide (Turkdogan
[1]

). The empirical equation utilized in this work was obtained for 

slag with sundry compositions. These cover ranges of 0.025–0.096 %mass C, 37–

, basicity = 3–4.5, and temperature = 1625–1717oC. Figure 4 shows the 

calculated content of FeO in the blow end.  

 
 

Measured versus predicted %FeO in steel produced in an LD-KGC converter.

  

A comparison between the measured %FeO and the predicted %FeO profile for typical heats is 

presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the distribution of the empirical points around the predicted 

values is satisfactory. In other words, the results revealed that the %FeO estimated by the control 

model and the %FeO measured were closely related.  

nces in Mechanical Engineering (IJMECH) Vol.3, No.1, February 2014 
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estimated the FeO content in the blow end by adjusting an empirical equation to 

%��� = u.�
√%1 

content of less than 0.10%. In the present 

work, the initial attempts at predicting the FeO content with recourse to only one variable (%C) 

) was less than 0.5. 

hed to employing the variable %C proposed by Turkdogan, along with the 

variables %CaO, %MgO, and slag basicity. This way, the coefficient of determination increased 

considerably to 0.89. Using these variables is reasonable, as they have strong influence on the 

). The empirical equation utilized in this work was obtained for 

–46.5 %mass 

C. Figure 4 shows the 

KGC converter. 

A comparison between the measured %FeO and the predicted %FeO profile for typical heats is 

presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the distribution of the empirical points around the predicted 

hat the %FeO estimated by the control 
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3.2    Prediction of Phosphorus Content in the Blow End  

 
Aiming to improve the accuracy of prediction of the phosphorus at the blow end, some empirical 

equations were studied. To that end, we resorted to Ref. 8, which proposed predicting the 

phosphorus partition via the following equation: 

 

	8
� (%��
�%�	 = S(v( , log(%���� ,%� ��.  

 

8
� (%�� �%�	⁄ = S(1 �⁄ , 8
�%���,%� �� 
 

However, the results turned out less than satisfactory. In a further attempt to improve prediction of 

the phosphorus partition by the control model, other empirical equations were experimented with, 

among them, the equation proposed by Suito and Inoue.
[5]

 This equation brought about a better 

coefficient of determination, R
2 = 0.86. It reads 

(%��
�%�	.(%&'(�K/C = S(v( , %����, %���,%���,%� �� , and has already been cited in Sec. 2. The 

empirical equation used in this work was obtained for typical slag with composition ranges of 37–

46.5 %mass CaO, 7.2–11.5 %mass MgO, 3.7–5.4 %mass MnO, 1–1.8 %mass P2O5, and T=1625–

1700
o
C. Figure 5 shows a scattered plot of predicted against measured partition of phosphorus for 

the 225 heats in the blow end of the converter. It is observed in Fig. 5 that dispersion of the points 

obtained via linear correlation is satisfactory: the results calculated with the empirical equation 

agree with those measured at the blow end of the converter. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 – Measured values versus values predicted by the control model.  

 

3.3    Prediction of the Manganese Content in the Blow End  

 
The empirical equation proposed by Suito and Inoue[6] is a function of the slag composition in 

terms of mass percentage, a relation already seen above, in Eq. (2), Sec. 2. Suito and Inoue’s 

second equation, however, is not entirely satisfactory: it tends to overestimate the results 

subsequently to be measured at the blow end. This is due to the fact that, in the blow end, there is 
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no equilibrium between oxygen dissolved in the melt and FeO in the slag. As a consequence, it 

became necessary to seek new coefficients, while retaining the variables proposed by Suito e 

Inoue.[6] With the help of a linear regression, then, blow-end data for 225 heats were adjusted to 

determine the new coefficients, as already shown in Eq. (2). Figure 6 shows a comparison between 

predicted values and blow-end measurements carried out in the converter, with a coefficient of 

determination equal to 0.82. By means of this empirical Eq. (2), one can obtain the partition 

coefficient for manganese (LMn = (%Mn)/[%Mn](%FeT)).  

 

 
 

Figure 6 – Measured values versus predicted values for the Log(%MnO)/[%Mn]⋅(%FeT)  

 

3.4    Prediction of the Content of Oxygen Dissolved in the Melt 

  
Because there is no thermodynamic equilibrium in the blow end, the content of oxygen dissolved 

in the melt was predicted by means of an empirical equation proposed by Turkdogan,[1] adjusted to 

measured data pertaining to carbon and oxygen in the blow end. The coefficient of determination 

for this equation is 0.77; it is valid for a range of 0.035–0.09 mass% carbon. Figure 7 depicts the 

oxygen content as predicted by the control model versus the oxygen content measured in the melt. 

One can readily recognize a reasonable distribution of points, indicating that the calculated results 

are close to the measured values.   
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Figure 7 – Measured values versus [ppmO] val

3.5    Comparison of Blow

Model and via the Thermocalc

 
In order to validate the control model introduced in this article, 

were compared to those obtained with recourse to the Thermocalc

calculation was based on an enthalpy balance that involved mass as calculated by control model. 

The Thermocalc program and the control model use the same inputs, as shown next: 

 

a) Temperature, composition, and weight of the hot

b) Weight of lime and dolomite; 

c) Composition and weight of the steel; 

d) Composition and weight of the slag; 

e) Thermal Losses.  

 

Figure 8 shows the values calculated by Thermocalc

that the results are satisfactory. That is to say, the cross

line.  
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Measured values versus [ppmO] values predicted for the blow end 

 

Comparison of Blow-end Temperatures as Calculated by Control 

Model and via the Thermocalc
 Program  

In order to validate the control model introduced in this article, the results obtained for temperature 

were compared to those obtained with recourse to the Thermocalc computer program. The latter 

calculation was based on an enthalpy balance that involved mass as calculated by control model. 

he control model use the same inputs, as shown next: 

Temperature, composition, and weight of the hot-metal;  

Weight of lime and dolomite;  

Composition and weight of the steel;  

Composition and weight of the slag;  

values calculated by Thermocalc versus those from control model. We notice 

that the results are satisfactory. That is to say, the cross-marked values lie very close to the straight 
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end Temperatures as Calculated by Control  

the results obtained for temperature 

computer program. The latter 

calculation was based on an enthalpy balance that involved mass as calculated by control model. 

he control model use the same inputs, as shown next:  

versus those from control model. We notice 

marked values lie very close to the straight 
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Figure 8 – Blow-end temperature calculated by Thermocalc versus blow-end temperature 

calculated by control model 

 

3.6    Comparison between Measured and Predicted Temperatures in the Blow 

End  
 
Next, in order to evaluate the performance of control model, temperatures were measured in the 

blow end for 15 heats. The results from the control model are displayed in Fig. 9. Two heats can 

be seen to have yielded significant deviations from the expected. Nevertheless, the general 

predictive capacity of the model is good, with deviations of ±15
o
C. The performance of the LD-

KGC converter has been assessed with respect to temperature. Fig. 9 summarizes the performance, 

showing the deviations of predicted against measured temperatures at LD-KGC converter. Each 

data point corresponds to a separate heat. It may be noted from the figure that the deviations are 

randomly distributed and lie between ± 1% for 86.7% of the heats. However, some sources of 

uncertainty should be regarded as having contributed to the results shown in this subsection, viz.:  

 

a)  Uncertainties and errors in the computation of slag composition;  

b)  Uncertainties in the real composition of the exit gas;  

c)  Uncertainties in thermal loss in the converter.  
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Figure 9 – Comparison between measured and 

Reducing these uncertainties should prove extremely important, helping to improve appreciably 

the accuracy of the blow-end temperature calculations. Incidentally, it is worth recalling the 

composition adopted for the exit gas in the course of this work, n

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

 
The semi-dynamic control model developed in this work yielded very satisfactory results. This 

reflects the promising capability of the model as a solution for LD

practice.  

 

The model was elaborated with the aim of providing a support tool for steel production in that type 

of equipment. Its use helps to prevent two classes of problems: 

 

a) Loss of productivity due to a need to wait for chemical analyses to be performed; and 

b) Tapping of off-specification heat. 

 

Based on thermal and mass balances, a computational model to predict the molten steel 

temperature in the blow end was developed. Model validation was carried out by comparison of 

said temperature as calculated by the 

model. Very good agreement between them was obtained: for more than 86.7% of the heats, 

model-predicted temperatures within the LD

ones to within ±15oC. This shows the good prediction capacity of control model. The semi

dynamic control model can be utilized online to predict the temperature in the blow end, because 

the computing time is much smaller than that of the real physical process. Thus, converter 

operators have a chance to correct the process, in order to achieve an adequate temperature in the 

blow end of the converter. Notwithstanding, in spite of a good temperature

some premises must be better quantified, as summarized belo
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Reducing these uncertainties should prove extremely important, helping to improve appreciably 

end temperature calculations. Incidentally, it is worth recalling the 

composition adopted for the exit gas in the course of this work, namely 99% CO and 1%CO

 

dynamic control model developed in this work yielded very satisfactory results. This 

reflects the promising capability of the model as a solution for LD-KGC converters operating 

The model was elaborated with the aim of providing a support tool for steel production in that type 

of equipment. Its use helps to prevent two classes of problems:  

Loss of productivity due to a need to wait for chemical analyses to be performed; and 

specification heat.  

Based on thermal and mass balances, a computational model to predict the molten steel 

temperature in the blow end was developed. Model validation was carried out by comparison of 

said temperature as calculated by the Thermocalc program against the values predicted by the 

model. Very good agreement between them was obtained: for more than 86.7% of the heats, 

predicted temperatures within the LD-KGC converter agreed with Thermocalc

This shows the good prediction capacity of control model. The semi

dynamic control model can be utilized online to predict the temperature in the blow end, because 

the computing time is much smaller than that of the real physical process. Thus, converter 

operators have a chance to correct the process, in order to achieve an adequate temperature in the 

blow end of the converter. Notwithstanding, in spite of a good temperature-prediction capability, 

some premises must be better quantified, as summarized below:  
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end temperatures  

Reducing these uncertainties should prove extremely important, helping to improve appreciably 

end temperature calculations. Incidentally, it is worth recalling the 

amely 99% CO and 1%CO2. 

dynamic control model developed in this work yielded very satisfactory results. This 

KGC converters operating 

The model was elaborated with the aim of providing a support tool for steel production in that type 

Loss of productivity due to a need to wait for chemical analyses to be performed; and  

Based on thermal and mass balances, a computational model to predict the molten steel 

temperature in the blow end was developed. Model validation was carried out by comparison of 

program against the values predicted by the 

model. Very good agreement between them was obtained: for more than 86.7% of the heats, 

KGC converter agreed with Thermocalc


-generated 

This shows the good prediction capacity of control model. The semi-

dynamic control model can be utilized online to predict the temperature in the blow end, because 

the computing time is much smaller than that of the real physical process. Thus, converter 

operators have a chance to correct the process, in order to achieve an adequate temperature in the 

prediction capability, 
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a) 2% metallic load is lost as dust;  

b) 99% of oxidized carbon is CO.  

 

These premises have a strong effect on the forecast model: they may improve or impair the 

prediction capacity of the model. Hence a need to refine them.  
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